
Resolution 2022-05
Northeast Community Council (NECC)

March 17, 2022

Access to North Russian Jack Spring Park across Boniface Parkway

Whereas, the Northeast Community Council recognizes the good faith effort that Parks
and Recreation put into the Russian Jack Springs Park Draft Master Plan and the effort
that was put into the Non Motorized Plan.

Whereas, there is a very popular tunnel under Boniface Parkway connecting the
neighborhood of Nunaka Valley, south of Debarr Road, to Russian Jack Springs Park,
thus offering excellent uninterrupted access to Russian Jack Springs Park, but no such
access exist for the more heavily populated neighborhood(s) north of Debarr Road.

Whereas, after having two NECC Parks and Trails Meetings on the RJSP Draft Master
Plan, talking with some residents and property owners in the neighborhood north of
Debarr Rd. and East of Boniface Parkway, it is clear that there is an interest in having
said tunnel or overpass to offer uninterrupted access to Russian Jack Springs Park
possibly connecting Ira Walker Park and the general area by uninterrupted multiuse trail
to Russian Jack Springs Park South of Mayflower Circle Mobile Home Park, as well as
series of other actions as collected by the Committee and appended as Appendix A

Whereas, not having the RJSP Draft Master Plan or the Non Motorized Plan recognize
the possibility of having a tunnel or bridge crossing Boniface north of Debarr may result
in plans being made and or projects being completed that may have to be redone when
said tunnel or overpass becomes reality adding unnecessary cost to the community.
And having projects already included in the RJSP Draft Master Plan giving more access
to the park to people that already have comparatively good access while turning a blind
eye to the neighborhood in question that does not have good access.

Whereas, Where as there seems to be no evidence in memory of the residents in the
area in question of being informed of the Russian Jack Springs Park Master Plan Effort
or their opportunity to take part, or that tunnels (under Debarr Road or Boniface
Parkway) and or an overpass would or could be included in the plan.

Whereas, Where as it is clear that since the Russian Jack Springs Park Draft Master
Plan currently includes a second new tunnel under Debarr Road but does not even
mention the potential for a tunnel or overpass connecting the neighborhoods north of
Debarr and east of Boniface, that the folks that took part in the process where from



neighborhoods that already had reasonable access to the park and not from the
Northeast Community Council neighborhood north of Debarr that has limited access. In
short it is much easier to cross Pine Street than Boniface Parkway and it is much easier
to cross through the tunnel from Nunaka Valley than to cross Boniface on a crosswalk.
The reality of these facts made it less likely that the neighborhood in question would
know to take part in the public process since they have a limited history of using the
park.

Whereas, the neighborhood north of Debarr and East of Boniface includes both mobile
home parks and single family residences, the long term outlook is that the population
density will only go up as mobile home parks transition to condo associations or high
rises. The sooner we get the Boniface North tunnel or overpass and trail system up and
running the better.

Now Therefore be it resolved, that The Northeast Community Council again requests the
Planning and Zoning Commission return the Russian Jack Springs Park Draft Master
Plan to the Parks and Recreation Department through the Parks Commission for public
review of the draft plan prior to any review of same by the Parks Commission for the
above stated reasons and others.

Date: March 17, 2022

Votes for:   6 Votes Against:   2 Abstain:    5

Motion Passes / Motion Does Not Pass

Parliamentarian: Secretary: _____________________

Donna Mears Rachel Boudreau



Appendix A

An Initial List of Recommendations BY NECC Parks and Recreation Committee
Regarding RJSP Planning

1.       Russian Jack Springs Park has historically been  first, and foremost, a neighborhood park
to each of the neighborhoods which it borders, though Parks and Recreation view it as a regional
park.  As such, it should serve the needs of the families living within walking and cycling
distance at least as well as it serves the needs of users arriving by automobile.

a.       The Gateway concepts are a start.  Additional multi-use trail connectivity is
required to let the Park’s neighbors to the east, northeast, and northwest safely
access the park. HOWEVER, the spending of huge sums on unnecessary parking
lots needs to cease. No one needs a new parking lot and trail access on the south
side of the park when the current resources are more than adequate and there is
already a gated access off 20th. Likewise extension of parking lots on the east side
is unnecessary and a huge waste of funds when so much else needs to be done in
the park

b.       For many families, driving into the park is not feasible.  Their children, in
particular, should be able to walk into and use their neighborhood park which is
otherwise isolated. The arterials West and East of the park make this almost
impossible, while Debarr slashes the park in half. In the winter, MUTs ARE NOT
connected to sidewalks via plowed access.

2.       The plan would be much improved if it focused on the neighborhood access to the park.
Internal circulation is addressed well. However, pedestrian-, bicycle- or ski- access from the east
(the Northeast Community Council area) is absent.  A neighborhood park needs neighborhood
connectivity that does not require driving a car to a gateway parking lot.

a.       Safe crossing of Pine Street from the adjacent neighborhood into the park
near Polar Bear Playground is required.  Signage, lights, and necking-down of the
roadway – similar to the Beaver Place crossing near Cheney Lake – is needed
here.

b.       Safe crossing of Boniface Parkway from the adjacent, and isolated,
neighborhood into the northern end of the park.  This should be a tunnel under
Boniface Parkway north of Debarr Road.

3.       The plan needs to provide safe access to Russian Jack Springs Park from the east and
northeast.  The only existing neighborhood access from the east side (which is the Northeast
Community Council) is at the Boniface Tunnel in the southeast corner of the park.  Otherwise,



the entire eastern border of the park is blocked from adjacent neighborhoods by multi-lane
Boniface Parkway.

a.       Build a bridge or tunnel from the northern half of the park eastward under
or over Boniface Parkway.

b.       Connect the two dead-end segments of Sixth Avenue with a
bollard-protected, paved multiuse trail, to ensure access to the residential
neighborhoods north of the park along the west side of Boniface Parkway.

4.       The Nunaka Valley connector tunnel requires important safety improvements.  Presently,
the tunnel fills with sheer ice during long stretches in fall and spring, receives plow fallout from
the roadway above, and terminates at a blind trail junction which has seen bicycle collisions.

a.       Correct the drainage or snow issue that causes the tunnel to be completely
full of ice.

b.       Install fabric/metal protective barriers to shield from roadway plow debris,
similar to fences seen at the New Seward Highway, MLK Drive and Dowling trail
underpasses.

c.       Realign the north-south trail on the east end of the tunnel to ensure the
pathway crosses the Nunaka Valley connector well east of the blind tunnel
entrance.

5.       The plan should acknowledge that RJSP trails are part of a year-round, multi-modal
network that is used for commuting and general transportation as much as it is for recreation.

a.       As such, trail alignments must have an obvious flow that shows the primary
route, share a uniform paved width (≥12 feet), and enjoy the same maintenance
attention as other major multiuse trails in the Municipality (e.g., Chester Creek
Trail).

b. The plan also needs to acknowledge the changes in trail usage towards
commuting to work, shopping etc. and that the Paerk has become a major
intersection for regional crossings connecting Campbell Creek Trail, Chester
Creek Trail SHip Creek Trail, Eagle River Trail, as well as access to Chanstnu
Park and the North west trail to be created in or adjacent to JBER

6.       The plan should acknowledge and promote the extensive parking lots at the north west end
of the park should be used for large events requiring trail access.  Expanding the Chalet parking
lot will not meet the demand of large events.

a.       Prioritize the new, paved west-side multi-use trail and tunnel to collect
participants from the vast parking facilities in the north end to the trail network
and chalet on the south end.



b.       Follow the lead of Tuesday Night Races, the Milk Run, Arctic Cyclocross
by requiring large trail events to begin at the northwest corner of the park.

7.       The plan must ensure that new single-track development does not negatively impact the
existing social and unpaved ski trail network:

a.       Ensure social and ski trails are not obliterated or co-opted by singletrack
trails.

b.       Ensure singletrack trails cross trails at right angles wherever possible.

8.       Support the expansion/development/improvement of ski trails on the north end of the park,
as stated in the plan.

9.       Support the slight improvements throughout the ski trail system as written in the plan.  The
existing trails were built before skate skiing, or even fiberglass skis, existed.

10.   The plan must provide for realignment of the sharp, steep curves, junctions, hills and bridge
on the Russian Jack Connector Trail and Reka Drive/East 20th Ave trail at the southern Pine
Street park entrance.

a.       The steep, sharp drop and bridge at the park entrance is a barrier to mobility
impaired people, a difficult climb, and dangerous descent on wet leaves.  The
existing social trail cutting this sharp corner suggests a much safer approach, as
trail users have voted with their feet

b.       The existing trail along Reka Drive/East 20th to Russian Jack School must
be rebuilt, properly bedded to remove the extensive heaving and root damage, and
repaved to the same width as the intersecting Russian Jack Connector Trail.   This
is a key access route to the park for neighbors.

c.       The Russian Jack Connector Trail junction with the Reka Drive/East 20th
trail should be realigned, providing a natural trail flow as a gentle curve into the
park, instead of the present T-intersection.

11.   The plan must provide for realignment of the T-junction at the bridge near Russian Jack
Springs.  The main trail should flow from northeast to south, promoting safe descents over a
bridge, with the Chalet connector trail intersecting somewhere south of the existing junction.

12.   The plan must advocate completing the remaining dark segments of paved multiuse trail
lighting: lighting the trail along Boniface Parkway, the Nunaka Valley connector trail, and the
stretch of Russian Jack Connector Trail leading into the park from the southwest.

13.   Repave all multiuse paved trails in the park.  Excavate and properly bed the trails to remove
long, deep ruts.  Use the re-paving as an opportunity to do minor re-alignments to reduce curve
sharpness throughout the park.



14.   The Municipality should be mindful to avoid excessive daylighting forest habitats, such as
the Russian Jack Springs themselves, when trails are constructed, realigned, or brushed out for
sight distance clearing.

15.  There must be a consistent design for all MUT bridges in the park. While Bridge #3 is
supposed to be replaced with a steel bridge, Bridge #2 which was bonded for over $200K was
replaced with an inexpensive wooden bridge and Park SUperintendent said it was built not from
bond funds from cash on hand. That bridge should be removed and replaced with a steel bridge,
as should Bridge #1 and Bridge #4

16. Parks and Rec should be prohibited from altering any trails unless that trail has been through
a public process setting out standards and locations

Please consult existing NECC resolutions concerning Russian Jack Springs Park trails and
lighting.

Additional concerns regarding the Russian Jack Springs Park plan

Single track has been  demonstrated again and again not to be appropriate for multiuse access
and it presents constant harassment for wildlife (especially young bearing moose and bear).
There is single track available close by in FNBP and every park need not provide every amenity.

The plan does not address the daylighting of the creek as it exits RJSP, and the reconfiguration of
the weir at Pine to allow salmon to return to the park. This should be considered part and parcel
with the impacts of Pine in creating a number of sloughs and swamps in the park alongside Pine,
the construction of which has clearly restricted the flow of groundwater west.

The plan should include the detailed analysis of wildlife in the park that was promised by AD&G
and specific recommendations as to manage human game interaction.

The Plan fails to address quite a few park resources, such as the orchard and tree nursery outside
the greenhouse yard.

The plan needs to effectively address appropriate hydrology and geology for the south west edge
of the park and other wetlands like the areas east of the ballparks

While the area of the springs has been identified as a protected ecosystem, Parks and Rec have
regularly sought to impact this area by increasing usage of the golf course, mineralizing single
track trails through the springs, and increasing the size of heavy human usage areas near the
springs.

The Plan needs to more effectively address prospective and aggressive protection of the springs
area, creating a 100 yard buffer zone from the entire defile so as to protect the area from even
"incidental" impact (including the increasing usage of trails through the springs).



Sight lines should be shortened and brush removal halted as lengthening sightlines and removing
brush shrink the park, increase speeds, and reduce safety

And as NECC requested, lighting should be at a minimum subjected to community assessment
and should be turned down.

The  second tunnel under Debarr was included in the plan because it was in the original master
plan. It has been almost 45 years and P&R has never pursued creation of this tunnel (though it
attempted to expand the golf course which was supposed to be shut down.

However, no additional access to surrounding neighborhoods was raised as P&R never came to
NECC to address issues.  Why is there no tunnel or bridge from the Northeast of the park across
Boniface included?

Most existing MUT is now used for commuter and general transportation purposes because
transportation corridors do not provide adequate non motorized access (MUTs should be at least
12’ wide and if we want to avoid that in RJSP transportation options need to be increased!)

Before we do any trail work we need anMOA wide trail rubric that sets out the specific qualities
of each category of trail, then each alleged trail must be placed in this rubric (most of the “trail”
identified in draft NOT recognized as trail in MOA Trail Plan), and then an analysis of
maintenance cost and programming to maintain same. These elements were not included in NMP
and did not appear in the Trail Plan.

Additionally, while UDC review of almost any trail action is required by ordinance
(https://library.municode.com/.../codes/code_of_ordinances... see code excerpt below), Parks and
Rec. has repeatedly violated these ordinances and the Planning Department actually refused to do
anything about it (referencing the project that DNR killed because P&R had failed to comply
with the conditions thereof.)

That means that the Parks and Rec Department has expressed a willingness to alter any path it
deems is a "trail" in the park in any way it chooses no matter the express statement of the Master
Plan or the Anchorage Trail Plan without any review by ANYONE. It is critical that any Master
Plan clearly and unequivocally REJECT that kind of management as not only outside the rule of
law but anathema to appropriate public planning policy.


